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'Racism' Undercut by Debate Busingon
schools. Cognizant of these developments and other
pressures, political and economic; - the executive and
legislative branches of government are now attempting _
to limit court-ordered busing by passage of a
constitutional amendment which would prevent busing
for the express purpose of achieving racial integration.
These developments since Brown indicate society's
attempt to do, in the executive department's idiom of
the day, an end run around the heart of Brown:
"Does segregation of children in public schools
solely on the basis of race, even though the physical
facilities and other (buildings, curricula, qualification
and salariesof teachers) tangible factors may be equal,
deprive the children of the minority group of equal
educational opportunities? Webelieve that it does."
The end run is being accomplished by two
frequently employed tactical maneuvers:
1) the substitution in argument of a "means" for an
"end": in our case, of "busing" for "quality
education."
by Robert J. Paul
3rd year law student
Judge Merhige's recent decision requmnq busing
across traditional school zone borders and county lines
to arrive at a racial balance in the schools reflective of
the balance in the broader community has stirred much
controversy across the nation in this election year.
In San Francisco another suit is being brought by a
group of Oriental citizens who want to prevent the
absorption of the subculture of which their children
are a part by disintegration of their predominantly
Oriental local public schools. The San Francisco plan
requires the busing of children outside the Chinatown
locale to areas where the children will be in a high
cultural minority as compared with their pre-plan
majority status.
Both of these situations point up the crisis over
busing which has been growing since Brown II left it to
the nation's district courts to shape equitable remedies
to overcome obstacles to racial integration in public
2) the dilution of the true meaning of the word
"education" as it wasused in the Brown decisions.
The attempts of school boards across the country to
settle for something less than what Brown commanded
are numerous and even ingenious. The first of these
was the use of "transfer provisions" or "Pupil
Placement Acts" whereby procedures were set up,
often time-consuming and. red-tape laden, permitting
students to transfer to schools outside their own
neighborhoods. _
Such a Tennessee plan which permitted transfers
only for those students who were in the minority in
the school or class to which they had been assigned was
unanimously struck down as counter to the spirit of
Brown in Goss v. Board of Education [373 U.S. 6831
(1963). ,
Another delaying procedure was the "grade-a-year"
(see BUSING, p. 3)
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Students Combat
Unfair Practices
Fraud On ICC Acts·
Veterans On Promise
Attacked To SCRAP
BALSA Seminars La Raza
Thursday Conference
March 3-4
Begin on
The project was particularly
helpful to the first year students
deeply involved in property law.
Other seminars will present
judges of the District of
Columbia courts as seminar
chairmen. Their task will be to
guide the student and. Issues Confronting La Raza on
community probes into their March 3-4, 1972. Keynote
particular area of judicial speakers for the conference will
concentration. be Senators Edward Kennedy
The first chairman (this (D-Mass.), and Joseph Montoya
week's) is expected to come (D-N.Mex.).
from the U.S. 'Court of Military . The conference will address
Appeals. He will attempt to Itself to the gamut of legal
provide insight into those areas problems confronting La Raza
of the military justice system under the theme of the complex
particularly relevant to question: "Why are Spanish
America's minorities. Another speaking people in the United
phase of the seminar series will States the Victims of the same
emphasize discussion of the legal system that protects others
Office of the General Counsel of so well?"
the U.S. Treasury and its !his, question wil.l. ~e
influence on the business and deliberated on by authorities m
legal aspects of minority life. the various fields of politics,
Attention will also be given to emplo~ment, legal services,
the Office of the General education, and government
Counsel of the Equal s~rvi.ce~; and. ho~ it
Opportunity Commission, which dlscn~mates ~gamst Chl~anos
is playing an expanding role in (Mexlcan-Amen~ansl. Boriquas
arbitrating employer-employee (P~erto. Ricans), and
disputes. Case loads have Latm-Amerl~ans (Central and
indicated a heavy concentration South Americans).
of grievances corning from .the S?~e of. the panel'
oppressed segment of society. partrcrpants include Rober'
. Impending Congressional Mondrago~. Lt. Governor of
legislation seeking to buttress New Me~lco; Alberto G~rule,
the Commission's ability to deal las~ year s La Raza. [Chicano
with these problems makes this Third Party) candidate for
session of special significance. governor of .Colorado; D~. Frank
Other seminars will focus on Angel, president of Highlands
legal opportunities in the fields University at Las Vegas, New
of urban planning and Mexico; Vilma Martinez Singer,
environmental development. The a Ne~ York. attorney; Arman.do
latter will not adopt the Rodng~ez, dlre~tor of the. Of~lce
approach of the Environmental of Regional Office Coordination
Protection Agency but will for HEW; Jerry Lopez, General
concentrate on the much Counsel for the Equal
neglected concerns of minorities E_mpJ~y.ment Opportunity
in our cities. Cbrnmission: Yvonne Gonzalez,
Including Thursday's session, at~~r~ey for the Hous~ng
there will be six seminars five DIVISion of the Justice
more to be held each succe~ding De~artment and Tony Miles,
Friday evening. The activities are A~s!sta~t General Counsel for
scheduled for Bacon Hall at 8:00 ~lvTllhRI9hts.d
p.m. e tW? ay conference will
B.A.LS.A. is also sponsoring be a series of ~resentations
a Law Week to begin early in followed by questions from a
May. (see La Raza, p. 5)
by James W. Aaron
B.A.L.S.A. reporter
On Thursday. February 24,
B.A.L.S.A. initiated its series of
programs. for this phase of the
school year. The activities
planned reflect needs that
B.A.L.S.A. members felt capable
of filling, tempered by the
restraints incurred by the
organization because of the
academic commitments of its
.mernbers and the limited
financial resources at its
disposal.
The first programs will cover
practical law seminars. The
seminars are designed to create
situations where students can
learn and understand the legal
problems peculiar to America's
oppressed communities and to
encourage them to adopt actions
based on that understanding.
The seminars will feature
local businessmen and
professionals; those engaged in
private 'endeavors and those
working with government
agencies. The seminars will be of
informal format and congenial
atmosphere in hopes of
encouraging students to interact
with the guests and among
themselves. In particular,
B.A. L.S.A.. hopes to focus
attention on issues germane to
law students who are interested
in the legal problems of the
cities' oppressed communities.
"n addition' to discussing
legal-occupational opportunities,
participants will be challenged to
face today's social realities from
a legal perspective, seeking to
solve some of our country's
social problems. The seminar
series is designed to cover three
areas of interest.
B.A.L.S.A:s first seminar was
chaired by a local real estate
consultant who is considered an
expert in his field He presented
information necessary for a
comprehensive discussion of the
problems and the legal
significance of certain local
statutes as they affect the
residents of the District.
by Abe Lopez
1st year Jaw student
La Raza National Law
Students Association will hold a
National Conference on Legal
by Dave Cooper
Advocate News,Editor
Five law students calling
themselves "Dead Giveaway"
testified last Wednesday before
the Senate Veterans Affairs
Committee concerning a wide-
spread "free graves to veterans"
practice being used by cemeter-
ies throughout the country to
defraud unsuspecting veterans.
Concluding an intensive six
month study for their Unfair
Trade Practices class, the stu-
dents recounted to the commit-
tee the methods used by private
cemeteries to lure veterans into
signing expensive "pre-need"
burial contracts for graves that
.the veterans had been lead to
believe would be free.
The students testified that
the cemeteries, of which 145
were investigated, offer a -"free"
grave to any honorably dis-
charged veteran who registers.
The veteran is told that space at
the National Cemeteries is rapid-
ly running out and that they
must hurry if they are to take
advantage of this "benefit."
The students recounted
numerous instances where the
sales agents of the cemeteries
misrepresented themselves as
working for the Veterans Ad-
ministration and employed de-
ceptive advertising which im-
plied affiliation or approval of
the U.S. government.
One victim of the "free
graves" scheme testified that she
was forced to exhume the
body of her veteran husband
from a Virginia cemetery when
she could not pay the $1100
that the cemetery demanded
after the burial.
The students participating in
"Dead Giveaway" proposed
remedial legislation to stop these
practices.
A Law School-based group
called SCRAP, (Students Chal-
lenging Regulatory Agency Pro-
cedures), and the Environmental
Defense Fund have extracted a
promise from the Interstate
Commerce Commission (JCC)to
issue an environmental impact
statement concerning a 2.5%
increase in railroad freight rates
proposed by the railroad indus-
try. The increase temporarily
went into effect Feb. 5.
In return for the environ-
mentalists' promise not to seek a
preliminary injunction to block
the increase, the ICC agreed to
comply with the provisions' of
the National Environmental Pol-
icy Act and conduct a study of
the effects upon the environ-
ment of their action in approv-
ing the rate increase.
Students participating in
SCRAP hope that the impact
statement, which is due on
March 5, and applies only to the
2.5% increase, will open up the
whole issue of discriminatory
rate structures by the major
freight carriers which allow raw
materials to be shipped about
half as cheaply as' scrap or
recycled materials.
Flint Indicts
As a result of a report given
to the Senate Veteran Affairs
Committee by five George
Washington University Law
School students who call
themselves "Dead Giveaway,"
the Genesee County grand jury
in Flint, Michigan, handed down
indictments on February 24
against nine officers of the
Flint-area cemetery in an alleged
$3-million scheme to defraud
veterans by selling them
ostensibly "free" cemetery lots.
Deferred HardshipRule CreatesExam
there. When asked, GU indicated the Administration from having
that they were satisfied with to draw the line.
their regulation and have had no Dean Potts was a student
trouble with students abusing it. here when they allowed delayed
Dean Potts, who handles exams. He explains that some
missed exams here, is not professors invariably used easier
particularly happy with Ms. make-up or just gave the same
Miller's situation, but he is final again. As he recalls, "We
nonetheless quick to defend the used to stand around figuring
rule. "First of all," he says, whose exam to miss."
referring to make-ups, "drafting These problems-additional
a valid exam for one or two work for the faculty and
people is a tremendous job!" possible abuse by some
Another benefit he mentioned ~s students-have. to be reckoned
that . the prese~t. r~le IS·, with in any alternative proposal,
essentiatlv self-adrnlnisterinq. but they are not insurmount-
Almost any student who feels able. Much of the faculty
he must miss a final, whether for opposition would be eliminated
job reasons or the death of a by a proposal which allowed the
grandmother, is allowed to do professor to give credit or no
so. The effect of a delay of a credit, predicts Dean Potts, who
semester or two before a student says he could go along with such
can take the final is so harsh that a plan.
the rule polices itself and saves Eli m ination of the
requirement of an exact grade
determination takes much of the
difficulty out of drafting a
make-up, and allows for papers
or projects for the one student
who missed the final, One way
to handle a problem of student
abuse, if it were to occur, is with
a two-tier system, allowing those
students who satisfy a set
criterion, such as death in the
immediate family or medical
incapacities, to take a deferred
exam or write a paper, while
anyone else missing an exam
would come under the present
rule.
. These determinations are
tricky but they are made every
day-courts delay trials for sick
defendants and even the military
will delay an induction. What-
ever the criterion, it at least will
allow some students to avoid the
hardship of the oresent rule.
more exams. under the rule she
cannot take a make-up exam
even if the professor is willing.
Nor, for that matter, can she
write a paper or take an oral
exam. She must wait a year and
take the missed finals along with
those given in her courses for
next year.
This arrangement is not
universal. At Georgetown for
example the regulation provides
that: "If the Dean is satisfied
that the absence was justifiable,
(as due to. sickness or other
exceptional circumstances) he
may give permission for a
deferred examination in place of
the one missed; otherwise a
failure will be entered."
Absences 'due to birth or death
in the immediate family are
always considered justifiable,
according to the Dean's office
by Cliff Fridkis
Advocate Staff Writer
The Student·Faculty
Committee is looking into
alternatives to the deferred
examination rule, which, as
outlined in the Law Center
Bulletin, requires a student who
misses an examination to take it
the next time the course is given.
The rule, which has never
been popular with the student
body as it forces some 15
students a semester to virtually
. forfeit a semester's work in the
course, has recently generated
new concern.
One reason for this interest
involves Barbara Miller, a
first-year student. Barbara and
Dr. Miller, a surgeon in
Bethesda, are expecting their
first child this May. If Mrs.
Miller is forced to miss one or
Students Concerned About 'Master Plan'
. .
by Dave Cooper
Advocate News Editor
The Washington Post's
architecture critic, Wolf Von
Eckardt made a walking tour of
the campus Feb. 15th, after
being asked by Townhouse, the
student urban preservation
group, to appraise GW's Master
Plan.
The students of Townhouse
were particularly concerned
about the threatened destruction
of two townhouses on H Street
for a twenty space parking lot.
Mr. Von' Eckardt was given' a
short history of GW's propensity
for turning townhouses into
asphalt, by Bob Kozak, an urban
planning major. The University,
Kozak pointed out, has made no
cost analysis of the outlays
required to run what it considers
outmoded offices lodged in
townhouses throughout the
campus so that it' is difficult to
counter GW's argument that the
new bunker-like buildings it
plans will really be cheaper per
square foot of floor space.
Appeals in "Capitol Hill
Preservation Society v. Zoning
Commission" which guarantees
due process at zoning hearings
will make. more difficult the
approval of such "master 'plans"
as the University is apparently
planning to foist off on the
Foggy Bottom community.
As Mr. Von Eckardt left, one
of the students asked him what
he thought of the student
center. "It is a building" said
'Von Eckardt "that is defensible
only from a military point of
view"
When confronted with the buildings and human scale that
Master Plan for the first time, might still exist on the campus.
Mr. Von Eckardt seemed amazed Von Eckardt was particularly
at the apparent growth planned' concerned that the University, as
for the University in the next a non-profit institution was
few years, but Dirck Holscher", getting into the real estate
another member of Townhouse, business with the construction
showed how this "growth" was of several high rise office
illusory, since the population of buildings to the detriment of the
the University is slated to go up District's already paltry tax
by onlvtwo thousand, to peak accounts;' The students of
out at 140r 15 thousand. Townhouse, several of them
The growth, Holscher from the Law Center, hope that
explained, was in facilities' only, the recent decision in the
at the expense of any old· District of Columbia Court of
People Pickle
Delicatessen
BRI Students Pass the Bar
The first Timel
J\()l{" ls }'our thance 10 j'11I(/ Out WhyIf you're missing your mother's food,
come to us for Corned Beef, Pastrami, Lox
& Bagelsand many other delicacies ... BRI invites you to attend its first two lectures
in preparation for the July 1972 bar exam
People Pickle
1723 Connecticut Avenue Washington, D.C.
Telephone: 232-4800
Mon-Sat,9 AM to 8 PM;
Professor Max Pock of George Washington University's
. National Law Center will lecture
Saturday March 4, 1972:
Conflicts, 2-5 :30 p.m.
Saturday March 11,1972:
Equity, 2-5:30 p.m.FILMS
'72
friday
•series
_~~;I_.
"~
Mar. 3 - Millhouse
7 & 9:30 Ballroom
10 - Lion's Love
7& 9:30 Bal/room
17 - The Gospel According
To Saint Matthew
7 & 9: 30 Bal/room
Apr. 7 - Director Mike Gray
"speaker; The Murder of
Fred Hampton 8:00 Lisncr
14 - Ecstacy. with Hedv
L.amar 7 & 9:30 Bal/roon.
21 - Hiroshima Mon Amour
7 & 9:30 Ballroom
28 - Claire's Kncc
7 & 9:30 Ballroom
May 5 - Thc Wiurd of C~
7 & 9:30 Ballroom
All law students are invited regardless of when you graduate or what
bar exam you intend to take.
No obligation to you.
Conflicts and Equity outlines will be given to everyone as long
as they last.
REMEMBER! BRI is your MULTI-STATE BAR REVIEW expert, with complete
courses in D.C., Virginia, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, Arizona, Colorado, Texas,
Pennsylvania and Maryland.
Special Multi-State course preparing students for this new objective exam. Starting
March 2S, 1972 at Georgetown University Law Center.
tickets available
at the Info Desk
after 6 PM
IF YOUR STATE IS GOING MULTI-STATE ASK BRI ABOm IT.
13ARREVIEW, INC. OF WASHINGTON. 1346 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W., SUITE 217
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 • PHONE (202) 833-308UNO tickets at the
door I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'------------------_.- ..
BUSING, from p.l
Busing Amendments
plan which would have taken up to twelve years to
implement in some jurisdictions. Such a plan was
found constitutionally lacking in Rogers v. Paul [382
U.S. 198] (1965), where the Court held the petitioners
were entitled to immediate relief not only for the
reasons stated in Brown but additionally because some
students were being prevented from taking certain
courses offered at high schools limited solely to white
students.
A third attack on Brown was provided by a number
of approaches gathered under the slogan "freedom of
choice." Although at first blush this bannerhead would
seem to epitomize what our nation holds most dear in
the way of grand patriotic and democratic tradition, in
actual fact the state legislation promulgated under this
rallying cry have created the following situations:
a) the closing of all county public schools and the
setting up of private schools for whites only financed
by state and country tuition grants assisted by
property tax credits for contributions to the private
schools, Griffin v. County School Board [377 U.S.
218] (1964);
b) requiring Georgia children seeking transfer to
have a scholastic score on an achievement test at teast
equal to the average of the class in the school to which
transfer was sought, Calhoun v. Latimer [321 F.2d
302] (1963);
c) the Kansas rule permitting transfer from an
integrated school only if the majority of students in
that school are of a different race, Downs v. Board
[336 F.2d 988] (1964);
d) administration of the Arkansas Pupil Placement
Act of 1959 in such a manner that only black students
of exceptional ability could gain admittance to
formerly all-white schools, Dove v. Parham [181 F.
Supp.504] (1960);
e) total discretion of. the Louisiana Pupil Placement
Law left in the School Board to such a degree that
enforcement brought nothing clearly inconsistent with-
a continuing policy of compulsory racial segregation,
Bush v. Orleans Parish School Board [205 F. Supp.
893] (1962);
f) explicitly making eligibility for an Alabama
tuition grant turn on the parents' judgment that the
pupil's attendance at public school would be
detrimental to the child's "physical and emotional
health," while implicitly turning on the parents'
dissatisfaction with sending his child to a desegregated
public school, Lee v. Macon County Board of
Education [267 F. Supp. 458] (1967);
g) allowing children of the first and eighth grades to
choose which of two schools they would like to attend,
where after three years 85 percent of the black
students were electing to remain in the all black sc
hool. The Court found that since this "freedom, of
choice" plan was not working, it was not
constitutionally acceptable and placed an affirmative
duty on the school board to dismantle the dual system
because it was shown that more promising plans were
available to the board, and they had been rejected.
Greenv. Board [391 U.S. 430J (1968);
h) granting tax exempt status and deductibility of
contributions to racially discriminatory private schools
in Mississippi, Greim v. Connally [330 F. Supp. 1150]
(1971).
Thus the promoters of "freedom of choice" read
"freedom to be segregated" while the courts
consistently restrict the implementation of the
movement to "freedom to be integrated."
Busing is only one of many methods available to
acoomplish desegregation. Others include consolidation
of schools, closing of schools, assignment of pupils,
noncontiguous zoning, restructuring of grades in
schools, rezoning, use of satellite zones, finger plans
and freedom of choice with appropriate restrictions.
As mentioned before. "the objective today remains
to eliminate from the public schools all vestiges of
state-imposed segregation." Swann v. Board [402 U.S.
1,15] (1971).
The courts have admitted that "busing is not a
panacea" but at the same time it is "within the
constitutional power of the court to requ ire it." Keys
v. District [445 F.2d 999] (1971). The Supreme Court
said in Swannn:
"In thesecircumstanceswe find no basis for holding
that local school authorities may not be required to
employ bus transportation' as one tool of school
desegregation.Desegregationplans cannot be limited to
the walk-in school." (1970)'
The use of busing has been further limited by the.
courts in their emphasis of its use as only an interim
measure:
"The remedy for such segregation may be
administratively awkward, inconvenient and even
bizarre in some situations and may impose burdens on
Would Regress to Plessy
some; but all awkwardness and inconvenience cannot
be avoided in the interim period when remedial
adjustments are being made to eliminate the dual
school systems." Swann.
So why has the focus at this jucture centered upon
busing? I suggest three types of reasons: empirical,
political and psychological.
a) Busing works. Although not used as the sole
means for integration in anyone school district, it is
clear from those plans the courts have found to be '
effective and those found to be dilatory, that the use
of buses whether under court order or through
voluntary plan does in fact accomplish integration.
L Brooks Patterson, attorney for the National
Action Group which grew out of the antibusing
resistance in Pontiac, Michigan: is on record as stating:
"We have taken our energies out of the legal battle
because we have lost it." Busing is now required under
court order in Indianapolis, Norfolk, San Francisco,
Seattle, Denver, Tulsa, Pasadena, Charlotte, Oklahoma
City, Pontiac and Las Vegas. Suits are pending in
efghteen other northern cities including Chicago and
Los Angeles
The leveling off of percentages of students
integrated is creating new pressures in Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Boston, Newark, Kansas City and Buffalo,
giving rise to predictions of new integration plans
including busing provisions. Because of the sprawling
nature of predominantly black sections of cities like
New York, Detroit and Washington, it would appear
that at least some busing will be required. Judge
Merhige's Richmond ruling demanding busing across
county lines in circumstances less drastic than those in
certain large metropolitan areas lends a fortiori weight
in favor of the use of busing in such large ghetto
locales.
We should note here that school busing is next
to a national pasttime. By 1919 all the 48 states had
authorized public money for transporting school
students. Today 19.6 million school children are bused.
That is 42 percent of the total enrollment. And
additional 25 percent take public transportation. How
many of the remaining 33 percent will be added to the
busing lists because of court integration orders cannot
now be know, but Judge Merhige's highly criticized
consolidation order provided for an increase of only 10
percent in the number of those bused.
Even if this be accepted as the maximum allowable
increase, the fact of busing cannot in the least be
gainsaid. As to how much courts will require continue
to be balanced by reasonableness of costs, distances,
ages of children and safety.
The tendency of the antibusing groups including
those proposing constitutional amendments has been
to place the discussion at the extreme of either of two
very disparate poles: The argument is drawn between
massive busing on the one hand and abolition of busing
on the other. But this is a false antimony.
The question is really a manifold one of many
degrees: how much busing and for how long; which
students and how far; both races or only one; only
from the inner city outward, or in both directions;
what cost will be considered reasonable when balanced
against overcoming the dual system.
Some of these questions can only be answered on a
case by case basis, but some have already been
determined by the Supreme Court to apply to all plans.
In the former category a district court in the Fourth
Circuit, upon finding the cost of busing according to
one expert's plan would amount to only one percent of
the school board's operating costs, held that such cost
was not a legitimate reason to prevent the use of
busing.
In the latter category is the court's pronouncement
in Swann v. Board that "the constitutional command
to deseqreqateschools does not mean that every school
in every community must always reflect the racial
composition of the school system as a whole."
The Court in Swann also held that it was within the
permissible discretion of district trial courts to enforce
racial balance in each school on a ratio as 'close as
possible to the district-wide ratio where the school
board recommended enforcement. Although the Court
did not proclaim racial balance to be what the
constitution demands for all districts, it did say that
use of such a ratio was a good "starting point" toward
achieving a unitary system "within which no person is
to be effectively excluded from any school because of
race or color."
b) I do not believe it presumptuous to suggest that
the major proponents of anti-busing constitutional
amendments are politically motivated. The two main
amendments are being offered by Senator Henry M.
Jackson, Democratic candidate in this year's
presidential race, and Representative Norman 1=. Lent,
(R-N.Y.), facing reelection this fall.
The first part of Senator Jackson's 'proposed
amendment reads "No person shall be denied the
freedom of choice and the right to have his or her
children attend their neighborhood public school." The
courts have already held (supra) that the actual
implementation of freedom of choice and freedom of
transfer plans flirt with unconstitutionality. It is
therefore difficult to interpret and amendment which
employs such language as anything other than an
attempt to totally emasculate Brown and its progeny.
The Senator is seeking to make local housing
, patterns, which have already' been found to nurturethe
dual system, the absolute guarantee for a parent's
control over which school his child attends. In
explanation, the Senator has been heard to state his
amendment does not prohibit voluntary busing with
parental approval to achieve better education. But his
amendment does not actually say that, It does not
mention busing or even allude to anything but the
neighborhood school, and there is little to guarantee
the courts would construe it to mean what he says it
means.
The second part of Senator Jackson's
amendment states that the right to equal educational
opportunity "shall not be abridged by economic
discrimination" in the allocation of the financial
resources available to educational authorities." In
explaining his equal economic aid provision, Senator
Jackson at least remains consistent with his earlier
emphasis on neighborhood housing as his foundation
point. He stated the answer to segregated communities
lies not in busing school children but in training and
educating minorities so they can get jobs and move
into better neighborhoods. But if segregated schools
are inherently unequal, how can more money equally
bestowed upon these schools make them less unequal?
In fact, such a plan might well widen the
educational gap between the schools in that
administrators in the better schools would by
know-how and experience be able to derive more
benefit per dollar for their schools than lower paid and
lesser experienced administrators in the poorer schools.
Actually Senator Jackson is longing for a return to the
separate-but-equal rule of Plessyv, Ferguson.
Equal per-pupil expenditures cannot overcome the
inherent second class citizenship the Brown Court
unanimously found in the separate-but-equal school
districts. Nor can it overcome "the detrimental effect
upon the colored children". or the policy "usually
interpreted as denoting the inferiority of the Negro
group .....A sense of inferiority affects the motivation
of a child to learn. Segregation with the sanction of law
therefore has a tendency to [retard] the educational
and mental development of Negro children and to
deprive them of some of the benefits they would
receive in a racially integrated school system."
However, it does not seem useless to re-argue Brown
to a Senator who is proposing an amendment whose
net effect is preclusion of contact of the vast majority
of white school children with blacks and which
admittedly offers nothing, either educationally or
financially, to black residents in tightly packed urban
ghettoes!
"No public school student, shall. because of his
race, creed, or color, be assigned to o~ required to
attend a particular school," reads Congressman Lent's
amendment. The simplicity of this suggestion is both
attractive and devastating. Although busing is not
mentioned and it has the ring of true civil
libertarianism, its effect vis-a-vis the housing patterns in
the United States establishes an opposite result. It has
therefore a much broader sweep than Senator
Jackson's amendment.
Although it would be difficult to predict how the
courts would construe such an amendment or how
much of Brown it would permit to survive. it is clear
the impact would be severe upon those jurisdictions
where courts have directed school boards to take
affirmative steps to integrate. In this sense then, the
amendment is definitely segregationist.
In the opposite direction, though, the amendment
specifically proscribes de' jure segregation. Pupils may
not be officially assigned for purposes of integration
any more than they be assigned for segregation. But
what of de facto? If any plan calls for students in a two
square mile zone around a school to attend that school,
and if all or 98 percent of those students are black,
Brown would, hold the education offered them denies
equal protection of the laws, but they could not be
reassigned "on the basis of race" under the Lent
amendment. Would there ,-then be an action in
monetary damages permitted? But any damages
recovered against school boards in black districts would :
hurt those students further in the long run, who for:
(see BUSING, p, 7)
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D.C. PIRG
The interests of the University, its members, and the District of
Columbia community will be well served if the majority of GW
students sign the petition being circulated this week to establish a
student supervised District of Columbia Public Interest Research
Research Group.
For two dollars a semester each, Washington students can hire a
team of public interest experts, who will be able to professionally
fight against many of the problems which have caused riots,
demonstrations, and frustrations. A few scientists, engineers,
doctors, and lawyers who know what ,they are talking about can
have more influence than many more eager, but less knowledgeable
people.
The above need only be supported by the Ralph Nader story.
Certainly it is questionable whether Nader is actually making the
world a better place in which to live, but it must be
stipulated that he has at least made people concerned over certain
issues which had never previously entered their minds.
The PIRG concept originated because Nader had a great deal of
money to spend, thanks to General Motors' curiositv. and decided
to design an office which would deal exclusively in
public interest affairs. However, a national office cannot possibly
concern itself with all the' problems inherent in different
geographical areas. Thus Mr. Nader sent out his team to organize
student sponsored state PIRGs. Two state offices are already at
work, with several more beginning to operate in the near future.
The D.C. PIRG does not have to deal exclusively with cars,
although air pollution within the District is certainly an issue which
should be considered. The Washington student run office can
become involved in crime and street safety, education, horne-rule.
consumer frauds, solid waste and water pollution, the tax structure,
and specific poverty problems. The problems, of course, will be
those which are deleterious to the District of Columbia and the
people who live, work, or go to school here. Two dollars a semester
does not seem to be too much to ask.
Multistate Bar Exam
During last week, 6,000 recent law graduates took the first
Multistate Bar Exam. Sixteen states, from Alaska to New Jersey
participated in the phenomenon of several states giving the same bar
exam. The objective answer Multistate Bar Exam, although it does
not deal with reciprocity and each state can fix their own passing
grade, may be the first step toward a long awaited/ and more
equitable national bar exam.
Of course, there is a tendency to. criticize the complexity of
America's state bar system until the law graduate is admitted into
the bar of his choice. At that time the thoughts of too many
competitors and others getting away with hardships which the
admitted lawyer had to face come into play.
However, the advantages of receiving a grade within 15 days of
the exam, not failing a test merely because of a legal anomaly
within a particular state, and not having possible prejudiced state
bar examiners grading subjectively are good enough reasons for
warranting other jurisdictions to join the Multistate exam.
February
By now, most of you have gotten most of your grades and have
fully determined which second semester courses are totally a waste
of your time and which ones might be mildly stimulating to the
intellect. The excitement of Christmas, New Years and exams is
long past, and if you get it together to do anything worth
mentioning over semester break, by now it's just a memory. And
the weather, even with snow, is basically lousy.
Whether your response to this miserable state of affairs is to
wallow in horse-latitude lethargy, or alternatively, to probe your
psyche and wrestle with your ego, despair not. Your efforts are
most likely fruitless, but for once the matter is beyond your
control. The cause of your problems is February, and February,
even in leap years, will eventually be over. Perhaps the whole
syndrome is biological, and the human race was meant to hibernate
in February.
At any rate, it's almost over and things will be looking up soon.
Your grade average won't automatically improve on the first of
March, dull classes will remain dull c1asses,and if it turns out you
do have serious problems with your pshcye, they'll still be there.
But the winds of March will come roaring in and clear out. your
head, and you'll be able to deal with them. So sleep off that extra
day, and wait for the reawakening. It will come.
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A Commentary
Rape: Men Against Women
by Candy Cohen
Advocate Staff Writer
Rape is a political crime
perpetrated by the ruling class,
men, against the oppressed class,
women. It is comparable to the
lynching of blacks because of
the acceptance of the act and
the perpetrator by society, and
because of the refusal of the law
enforcement and legal structure
to act against it.
The ruling class uses the
rapist as its policeman to main-
tain the male power structure by
eliminating women as
competitors. Women are not
given. certain positions on
newspaper staffs because they
are unable to go into certain
areas of cities for fear of rape.
'Women cannot be investigatots
for certain criminal law firms
because of their physical
vulnerability.
In addition to career
limitations, rape cripples the
lifestyle of women placing them
under house arrest. Women
cannot live in certain areas;
women cannot go out after a
certain hour at night; women
cannot be alone. However, men
can live without the constant
fear of anal sodomy. Moreover,
men can take advantage of
women's physical vulnerability
by forcing them to conform to
their lifestvle in order to obtain
a measure of protection.
Twenty-four hours a day women
must plan every motion in order
to obtain a modicum of
protection.
Rape and its acceptability are
a product of American society
and sexual mythology. Above
all, rape receives respectability
from the pervasive view of sex as
violent. In literature, men are
violent brutes who violently take'
the passive women who secretly
want it,' i.e. Rhett Butler in
"Gone With the Wind." A
corrallary theme is that women
want sex but are too modest to
openly pursue it-"there is no
perfect fortress, only poor
attackers."
Consequently, many women
after being raped will believe
that they were asking for it
because of this view that all
women want is a good lay.
Another justification for rape is
that men must have sex and that
the duty of the women is to
fulfill this need. If they won't do
it voluntarily, then they must be
raped so that men can work
efficiently without the
impediment of being horny. As
Norman Mailer says, "Rape
releases men's creativity."
Lastly, the Cnrlstlan-Judeo
marriage tradition sanctions rape
by commanding the subjugation
of women to men. Women must
obey; women must fulfill needs;
women must efface their
personality and become one
with their husband.
Rape is a normal man's
crime. According to Carol
Burris, member of NOW, the
FBI Crime Book states that 89%
of the men incarcerated for rape
are white, middle class. Fifty
percent of the reported rapes are
committed on women under
fifteen and forty percent of
these are incestuous.
Consequently, the male
structured police force and
courts are unwilling to impose
sanctions . or to pursue an
investigation because of' their
knowledge that the rapist is one
of them.
Most policemen feel the
women are asking for it or
shouldn't have been where she
was (it's a man's world). Carol
Burris said that a women who
reported a rape to D.C. police
. was constantly harrassed by
policemen and even asked out
on a date. Another woman who
reported a rape was visited by
the D.C.- police at 2:00 in the
morning and when she answered
the door in a nightgown they
said that if she wore nightgowns
similar to the one she had on she
was getting what she deserved.
Also if women get raped
because they were't where they
should have been how can the
police explain the statistics in
Montgomery County: eight
rapes of hitchhikers and 160 in
laundry rooms in 1971. What
could be more of a woman's
place than the laundry room.
Even the policemen are rapists as
was shown when a D.C.
policemen was .accused of
committing six rapes. The law
enforcement agencies are in
complicity with the rapist.
Rape is a women's issue.
They must band together to halt
this crime; Women must first of
all preserve their neighborhoods
to keep eyes on the streets. Inthe
GW area, it can be doneby joining
Townhouse to thwart the GW
Master Plan. This plan will
eliminate all residential housing
and c o mrn u n it v-owned
commercial areas in order to
build high rises. This leaves
women more vulnerable than
ever because there will be no
local people to detect danger
and to warn and protect her.
Secondly, women must learn
self-defense in order to gain
mobility and to fill the rapist
with fear of physical retribution.
In addition, women must police
the police force and the courts.
There are many more changes
needed but they will only come
by women organizing.
The GW Women are
sponsoring a Conference on
Rape. At this conference men
will have the opportunity to
learn self-defense, law on rape,
psychology of rape, the
operation of D.C. sex squad, and
the operation of the. medical
structure in regards to rape. This
conference is . a unique
opportunity for women to form
their militia and to make an
escape .from house arrest.
Women are needed to work on
this conference and shou Id
contact GW Women's
Liberation.
First in series of three. The
second article will concern D.C.
law on rape.
Environmental Law Essay Contest
Offers Money, Prizes, Also Trip
National Law Center students, Last year's winner, third-year
interested in submitting papers. student Bruce Zagaris, also won
on ANY subject relating to an all-expense paid trip to
environmental law in this year's AT LA's annual convention in
environmental law essay Oregon, where he and several
competition are reminded that other national winners presented
the deadline for subrnis- their papers before the AT LA
sion-March 1st-is rapidly membership.
approaching. Interested students may
The NLC winner of this submit ANY paper relating to
competition, sponsored by the- environmental law, such as water
Environmental Law Section of pollution control, air pollution
the American Trial Lawyers control, population control,
Association (ATLA), will receive wilderness area and park
$100 and a chance at one of sev protection, estuary, seashore,
en national prizes of $500 each. and oceanic pollution control,
waste disposal, land use control,
noise pollution, and procedural
problems.
Deadline March 1
All entries must be typed
double-spaced and submitted in
three copies to Professor
Reitze's office in Room 507,
Law Library, not later than
March 1. All entries will again by
judged by Professors Reitze,
Miller and H. P. Green.· The
'winning NLC essay will be
announced by March 15.
Mcintosh To Hold 'Senior Meeting
To Discuss
Due to numerous inquiries
about graduation I met with
Dean Potts and discussed many
of the problems attendent to
graduation including class
selection of a commencement
speaker.
I would . appreciate the
Graduation
attendance of all graduating
seniors so that we may reach
some consensus on possible
commencement speakers and
any other ideas about this
spring's commencement.
A meeting of day students
will be held at 1:00 p.m, in
Speaker
room B1 on the 29th of
February. A meeting for night
students will be held on the
same date in room 10 at 8:00
p.m,
Ernest Mcintosh, Jr.
S.B.A. President
LafayeHe Square
FBI Tour • Best ShowIS
The FBI Tour is one of the less identical speeches, at close
best free shows in town. About intervals,there is a "Row, row,
every five minutes you can join a row your boat" effect.
small group and be conducted - The second phase of the tour
through the FBI Building at 9th . is the FBI Technical Laboratory.
and Pennsylvania, learn what the Corridor after corridor of labs,
FBI does, see the staff at work, with glass viewing windows
and end up in the basement for a between the tours and the
demonstration of FBI weapons. technicians, for analysis of hair,
As I understand it, the idea blood', bullets, handwriting,
of the tour started back in the forgeries, soil samples, fibers,
early 1930's, when the gangsters marks, indentations, glass,
were getting glamorous publicity firearms, paper, heelprints, and
in the papers and the movies. "If fingerprints. The lab is equipped
there is to be publicity," said to aid police departments from
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, "let it be all over the country:. they send
on the side of law and order." in materials to be tested and can
The FBI was also proud of its expect results within eight
new headquarters, completed in 'working days.
1934, and especially proud of its Mr. Hoover has always
new technical laboratory, the believed in the application of the
best crime lab in the world. scientific method to solving
Most important, Congress crimes, and the FBI labs are
had expanded the FBI's visible proof of this. In his
jurisdiction considerably around "Scientific Methods of Crime
1934 so it could deal effectively Detection in the Judicial
with the current legacies of the Process," George Washington
1920's gangster era. All this new Law Review (Nov. 1935), Mr.
power needed explanation, so a Hoover . noted that this
good public relations service was movement was "as yet in its
started, which included the tour infancy; only during the last five
and press releases about what years has it gained any
FBI agents were doing. recognition here."
This and many other facts I For those interested in
learned from the first phase of popular culture, or American
the tour-preliminary briefing civilization, it might be noted
about the new computerized that the comic strip "Dick
National Crime Infromation Tracy" started in 1931, the year
Center, taking only 48 seconds when criminalistics-after the
from report to full national early efforts of Bertillon, Henry,
mobilization; the 210,000,000 and others-was· finally
sets of fingerprints on file in the becoming a science. In fact,
Identification Division; the most while taking the tour, years and
famous cases, including the years of Dick's weekly
Brinks Robbery ($2,000,000 "Cri mestopper's Notebook"
theft) and the Atomic Spy Ring seem to flash before me.
('The Crime of the Century'); All this lab work is
the Most Wanted Criminals, fascinating: it offers the same
including Hubert G. (Rap) intellectual excitement that
Brown, now captured; and the pushed Conan Doyle to write
59 Field Centers; enabling agents the Sherlock Holmes stories. At
to get anywhere in the U.S. its best, cleanest, and most
within an hour. clinical, it is the triumph of
My only criticism of the tour, reason over the crime of passion,
incidentally, concerns this first or outwitting the sinister
phase. With several groups in the intelligence of the Professor
same large room, the guides Moriartys of this world.
must talk against the other We are led quickly through
guides. When bottlenecks occur, the third phase, a visual display
and the quides are giving more or of how the FBI is combatting
La Raza, from p.l
• Town
communism-see also Mr.
Hoover's "Master of Deceit"
(1958) and "Hoover on
Communism" (1969)-and past
a long wall of plaques, citations,
scrolls, and medals sent to Mr.
Hoover by civic groups and
..other organizations from all over
the country.
Then we go down to one of
the FBI's basement firing ranges.
There a handsome and
well-groomed agent in a blue
bl azer and gray slacks
demonstrates. the .38 service
revolver and the submachine
gun.
He closes the glass partition
between himself and us, dims
the lights, and spotlights the
paper-man target. Then he puts
on his glasses, and a pair of
stereo earmuffs, such as airlines
ground crews wear, aims his .38
and squeezes off five shots.
When finished, he backlights the
target to show five neat holes
through the heart, and we gasp
and applaud his good shooting.
Then he picks up the tommy
gun, kneels and braces it on the
table before him, fires five single
shots, then switches to
full-automatic (ten rounds per
second) and ratatatats the paper
man's stomach to shreds.
Then he flicks a switch and
the paper target sails towards us
on a motorized clothesline so he
can point out the holes at close
range. This ends the tour and he
thanks us for coming.
Upstairs our guide points out
that the submachine isno longer
used by the FBI. He says they
no longer need that kind of
firepower. They used shotguns
instead, for armed riots or
entering a house against gunfire.
We thank our guide and go
outside, wondering if the FBI
might be feeling twinges of
nostalgia. With the Capones,
Dillingers and Kellys gone
forever, there is no one to swap
ratatatats with anymore.
America's worse enemies these
days seem to go unarmed.
Kennedy to Talk to La
moderating panel and the
audience. Acting moderator for
the National Law Center of
George Washington University
--~-------'';'.
Informal rap with Professor
David C. Green, topic:
SOCIALIZED LAW
Thursday, March 2, 1972
noon-l :30 p.m.
Strong Dorm Lounge, 21st
and G St., N.W.
All welcome - sandwiches
and coffee .50 cents
Sponsored by G.W.U. Board
of Chaplains
will be Professor James E. Starrs,
Professor of law at the George
Washington University law
School.
The conference is sponsored
by La Raza National Law
Students Assoications of the
Georgetown University Law
Center and the National Law'
Center at George Washington
University.
The conference should be of
specific value to government
officials, lawyers, social workers,
foundation personnel, La Raza
leaders, and members of the
ID.C. Public
; [utcrest
t 1~(lls('arch (;roufJ
I Sign the D.C. PIRG petition
at our Law School or Student
Center tables
Marvin Center
Rm 431 676-73.89
Raza
general public, all of which are
urged to attend. All students
from the surrounding law
schools are also urged to attend
along with any interested
students.
The conference will
commence with Senator Edward
Kennedy's speech on Friday,
March _ 3rd at 9 a.m. and
Saturday's session will be
introduced by Senator'
Montoya's speech, also at 9 a.m.
For further information call
624-8272.
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by Jeff Menick
Once upon a time a popular song started out with the
lovely, lilting lyric, "Two different worlds, We live in two
different worlds." Well, transferring from the night school to
the day division here at GW has been like entering a different
world.
For the benefit of those of you who, for whatever financial
reasons, were able to do all of law school as a full-time thing,
you cannot imagine how much easier it seems during the day.
There are several factors making night school much more of
a grind. For one thing, most night students have more outside
responsibilities than most day students. Most are married, with
.families to support, and have already achieved a certain
standard of living that they loathe. to relinquish. Just the
physical necessities of getting up every morning at 6 or 6:30 to
go to work for a full day, and then to have to battle rush hour
traffic to get to school, hassle to find a place to park, go to
.class for two hours, and start worrying about dinner and
studying at around 8 p.rn, is really a drag. Especially when you
think about doing it for four years.
You can make the time shorter by going to summer school,
but I know that I found that when you go both summer
semesters, after about two months of school during the fall
term you are ready to go bananas.
Some of the problems are seemingly created by the
administration of the school. There are far fewer seminar
courses at night, there seem to be far fewer courses offered for
.the so-called activist student at' night, and there is virtually no
way for a night student to participate in any clinically oriented
activities.
There isn't a great deal of social 'contact at night, either.
Because people have so many other obligations, school is only-
a small facet of their lives. I think our class was probably
closer than most, and we even have a marriage coming up, but
generally people come from work and go home to wife or
hubby a.s.a.p, thereafter.
There are also far fewer people in the night school. One of
my most vivid images of GW will always remain the
tremendous crush of human bodies on the first day of classes
this semester, waiting to get into the room for Jurisprudence. I
never realized that so many people really went to school here,
although I always knew that the classes were too big.
This is not to say that I'm in favor of abolishing the night
program. Just the opposite, in fact. It provides many very
worthwhile people an opportunity to get a legal education,
that they might not otherwise have been able. to do. That night
students can and do do well in law school can be shown by the
number of people on law review, the people who get judicial
c1erkships, etc. Law school is overwhelmingly populated by
those from the upper S.E.S. groups in our society. To cut out
the night programs woiuld eliminate the possibility of law
school for many from the middle and lower-middle classes.
If I could offer any advice to someone who has to go to
school at night, primarily for financial reasons, it would be to
do your first two years at night and do as much of your last
year duing the day as possible. It is so much more interesting
and enjoyable to take advantage of the tremendous number of
different courses that are offered here as electives, than to
have a choice between meatloaf or hamburger.
For my third from last comment on basketball for this
year, it seems as though the season went much as expected for
most of the area teams. Georgetown didn't figure to have
much, and they didn't. GW was expected to win about
fourteen, and if they win the last two, against Syracuse and
Georgetown, it will give Coach Slone and the Colonials 12
victories after an unexpectedly horrendous start. It was too
bad that Mike Tallent had to flunk off the team for the club to
begin to play together, but everyone in the program should be
proud of the way the club played ball in the last 6 weeks;
I hope Ronnie Nunn gets his chance to play pro ball, if not
the ABA then the Globetrotters. Which reminds me of a peeve.
The dear Post doesn't put the line scores of the ABA in the
paper, .so I keep having to get the News to follow Szcerbiak
with the Condors.
Out at AU it was the early season losses that ruined their
chances for an MAC title. As far as Lefty and the Terps are
concerned, I'll admit to being surprised. I expected them to go
20-5 for the regular season, and it looks like 22-3. I think
U.Va. has had it, and N.C. State could pull the upsets in the
A.C.C. Tourney. As I've said all year, I expect UNC to win
the A.C.C. title, leaving Maryland 24-4, and then the Terps will
go on to win the NIT.
It is also unfortunate that money is ruining college
basketball. The greedy club owners seem all too ready to dish
out millions to 18 and 19 year old 7 footers who are not yet
ready to play pro ball. In reading about some of these
long-term contracts, I wonder how some of these jocks expect
to collect if the teams all fold, when the contracts call for
payments spread over thrity or forty years. Sure, the tax bit is
eased, but how many businesses, particularly in the
entertainment field, last for forty years?
I don't blame the athletes. Hell, if someone offered me a
million dollars to do something I'm doing while obtaining the
"benefits" of a college degree, I'd grab the money as fast as I
could. But it is hurting the schools, and it's making it very
obvious that professional sports are a business just like any
other.
Menick Miscellaneous
ATLA-Assailed for No-Fault Policy
These letters misrepresent the
issue of no-fault, as did the
subsequent press conference
(See Attachment Fl.
Certainly some of the
numerous and varied "no-fault"
compensation proposals, are
more efficient and offer greater
benefits than others, yet the
above-noted propaganda makes
no distinctions among them.
While the Trial Lawyers mav
have valid criticism of many of
the current proposals, it is clear
to me that some of their
arguments apply - if at all - to
only a small fraction of the
4. Letters sent to selected pending legislative initiatives.
members of the New York 'press Their wholesale condemnation
(See Attachment E) by Daniel J. of all such proposals on every
Edelman, a public relations count seems both highly
consultant appare_ntly employed indiscriminate and totally
by the American Trial Lawyer. lacking in balance.
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cancellation has any deterrent
effect on careless driving.
Another argument is that
no-fault will enable persons
driving under the influence of
alcohol or narcotics to recover
benefits. However, the
Massachusetts and all envisaged
state plans specifically provide
that such persons will not be
covered. .
Finally, these representatives
of the legal profession argue that
a client has an unimpaired right
to sue those who have caused
him wrong, and that the no-fault
plan does not allow recovery for
disfigurement and pain and
suffering. Under the
Massachusetts plan. where the
cost of treatment for injury
exceedss $500, and causes
disfigurement or disability, the
injured person may sue for pain
and suffering in an ordinary tort
liability suit.
Most important, since the
tort liability system is obviously
inadequate, lawyers should
recognize their ethical
responsibility to support legal
reform in the public interest,
legal reform which will be more
equitable, and improve the
administration of justice through
decongestion of the courts. The
refusal of the legal profession to
accept realistically the
advantages to the public of the
no-fault system casts serious
doubts on its integrity and
responsibility.
(On Jan. 25, Mrs. Virginia
Knauer, the President's special
assistant for consumer affairs,
sent the following letter to Leon
Jaworski, president of the Amer-
ican Bar Association).
I write you today concerning
the tactics currently being used
by the American Trial Lawyers
Associatron in its nationwide
campaign against "no-fault"
automobile insurance leqislation,
Some time ago I
communicated my concern to
the President of the ATLA, and \
at his suggestion we met in my
office to discuss the matter.
Unfortunately, this discussion
led neither to abatement of the
ATLA's strident attacks nor to
alteration of my conviction that
some form of "no-fault"
legislation is essential to
meaningful reform of our
automobile accident
compensation svstern.i;
Let me cite several specific
examples of the methods which
the ATLA has used to foment
opposition to various no-fault
proposals:
1. A speech given by the
President of the ATLA, Marvin
E. Lewis, in Portland, Oregon,
wherein he called no-fault
insurance proposals a "hoax and
a giant fraud being perpetrated
. on the public:' I sent him a
telegram questioning the use of
that language.
2. A series of questionable
newspaper ads attacking no-fault
which appeared in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania newspapers
(AttachlT!ent A). The Insurance
The present use of the tort
liability system with respect to
automobile accident litigation
results in delays in payment of
Claims for victims and an
additional congestion of our
already overloaded courts.
Furthermore, it results in the
arbitrary termination of
insurance policies, thus
perpetuating the problem which
it is supposed to remedy.
As these disadvantages
become more and more
apparent, efforts are being made
to replace the tort liability
system with the no fault-system.
Massachusetts is the first state to
adopt a no-fault plan, and its
experience, is encouraging. Its
no-fault law provides for
accident insurance coverage of
$2,000 per person, and pays
almost all victims for all
reasonable medical expense
incurred as a result of the
accident for a period of two
years, regardless of who was
negligent.
As a result of the no-fault
plan, Massachusetts has been
able to reduce automobile
insurance costs, and will require
the insurance companies to pass
its savings along to
policyholders. Furthermore, the
Massachusetts courts are finally
able to lessen their burden of
automobile accident cases.
No-fault prpposals, in spite of
their advantages, are being met
with serious opposition from the
legal profession. This opposition
is being ted by the American
Trial Lawyers Association,
plantiff's negligence lawyers and
by the ABA. They argue that
no-fault will encourage careless
driving, but there is no evidence
that the possibility of a policy
Commissioner, Herbert S.
Denenberg, called these ads
"misleading and erroneous:' His
bill of particulars is included
(Attachment B).
3. A series of pamphlets
apparently prepared by tthe
ATLA which bear no indication
as to source, and which strike
me as a combination of
emotional tactics and half truths
(See Attachment C). Similar
material distributed in
Minnesota resulted in public
condemnation by 68 lawyers of
the Minnesota bar (See
Attachment D).
Taking the Pennsylvania
or Deleware Bar?
Then prepare with
Levin-Sarner-Brown
A course attended by 90% of
all law school graduates taking
the Pa. or Del. bar
Sign up on the second floor
bulletin board or contact:
Tony Piazza .
Georgetown Univ.
New South Hall
Box 2618
Washington, D.C.
20007
or call:
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Freedom To Integrate Constitutionally Required
whatever reason remain in the segregated subcultural
school.
Because it is admitted that many predominantly
black schools provide and nourish inferior status as
well as education, an amendment which explicitly
maintains the status quo must be read to be anti-black.
It ,is also interesting to note that it will be
permissible under this amendment to assign pupils on
the basis of national origin. Mr. Lent thus befriends
any Orientals, Cubans or other nationals who do not
any to be integrated any more than segregationists
want them to be.
It is clear that such amendments are drafted to
appeal to the fears and insecurities of persons of both
races. At this point, it may be instructive to ask if the
fears lurking behind these suggestions are reminiscent
of similar fears which prompted other savior-like
government activities in the same pre-Brown era. I
sugge'st the anti-busing amendments devolve from the'
same mentality which spawned the McCarthy debacle,
except in this instance instead of finding "niggers in
the woodpile," the purpose is to keep "them" there.
Slavery was abolished by the British in 1732,~
Thomas Jefferson, a Virginia slave owner himself,
wrote an abolition provision into the first draft of the
Declaration of Independence. The .United States
finally officially ended slavery through the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation in 1863. The dual school system was
found to be illegal in 1954, Certainly the presence of
this clinging vestige of the history of the social,
educational and economic separation of the races in
this country should no longer be tolerated by morally
sensitive persons, To the extent that the amendments
permit such lingering of an ignoble past, they should
be viewed as retrograde, harking back to our
immaturity of two decades' past, and not at all
representing what is in the best interests of a forward
moving, progressing, civilized nation.
c) However, the overwhelming reasons for the
busing opposition, Senator Mondale insists, is the same
today as it was in 1954, racism, Although this sort of
allegation lacks scientific demonstrability, the same
kind of psychological underpinning (in terms of
"Negro identity" and second class citizenship)
appeared as part of the basis of the Court's finding in
Brown, A brief development of this possibility is
appropriate,
We have noted that throughout the South
desegregation plans were bitterly contested, In nearly.
every state enforcement had to come through the
courts because voluntary plans had little or no
efficacy. However, because southern districts are
largely rural and busing was already an established part
of the school picture, busing did not stand out as the
hated means to desegregation any more than other
court-ordered means,
By the time suits were brought in the urban North,
precedents accepting a reasonable amount of busing
had already been established, But why attack buses if
racism is the true underlying cause of dissension? Other
equally offensive means of desegregation are available
- such as school board members, gerrymandered
districts, closed schools, contiguous zoning, assigning
pupils, restructuring grades, But how does one attack
assignment of pupils or a gerrymandered district? I
would suggest that the reason the bus has been singled
out is the convenience and necessity of the symbol: the
inanimate, defenseless, impersonal, black and yellow
school bus! Wliat could be a better victim? A person
who hates niggers, feels threatened by awakened
coloreds, or is uncomfortable in the presence of blacks,
is now liberated to attack with impunity a
pseudo-target which can neither fight back nor
question his underlying motives.
\ He doesn't have·to admit he is afraid his property
values will be eroded, or that his daughter may find
"one of them" attractive, He finds himself comfortably
unembarassed admitting he is against busing because it
is too expensive, dangerous, time consuming, and
involves long distances. The perfectly socially accept-
able black and yellow scapegoat thus stands mute and
humble, ready to have stuffed into it and heaped upon
it all those fears and insecurities that we would all just
as soon not be compelled to talk about.
Of course, this is not to say that everyone who
opposes busing is a racist. It is merely to suggest
inquiry into the motives of the highly vocal who seem
to protest too much. Most persons admit busing is
neither preferred nor desirable. But when balanced
against the dual school system, busingmay be the only
feasible remedy. .
Thus the current rise of the busing crisis has
accomplished two things: 1) substitution from a focus
on the meaning of "equal educational opportunities"
as employed in Brown to focus on busing and 2)
satisfaction in some individuals of a psychological need
to avoid discussion of and eradication of racism.
[2] Can "public education" still be proper
education within the meaning of Brown, and not be
integrated education? In other words, must all schools
be integrated to be constitutional?
The short, practical answer to this is "no," since
there still remain many segregated schools open in the
North and in some urban areas of the South under
court order .. However, since Brown required all
public schools to provide "equal educational opportun-
ities," the Supreme Court and district courts have
come to more specifically interpret the meaning of
Brown, using phrases such as "unitary school
system," "racial balance" and "quality education." It
would perhaps be instructive to check these nuances.
Brown II held that dual school systems must be
abolished "to effectuate a transition to a racially
nondiscriminatory school system." The Court in Green
v.County School Board (1967) charged the board
with the affirmative duty to take whatever steps might
be necessary to convert to a unitary system in which
racial discriminaton would be eliminated "root and
branch." The word "unitary," citing Bowman v.
County Board (1967), was then given the meaning
"nonracial," and the order of the Court was prompt
conversion "to a system without a 'white' school and a
'Negro' school, but merelv schools."
In Swann the Court said that although Brown does
not require "racial balance" in the same ratio as the
county-wide racial ratio, the school board is free to use
that ratio as a guide:
"School authorities are traditionally charged with
broad power to formulate and implement educational
policy and might well conclude, for example, that in
order to prepare students to live in a pluralistic society
each school should have a prescribed ratio of Negro to
white students reflecting the proportion for the district
as a whole. To do this is within the broad discretionary
powers of school authorities; absent a constitutional
violation, however, that would not be within the
authority of a federal court."
The Court went on to say that federal courts may
consider tacit agreements not to build new schools in
black residential areas in combination with "neiqhbor-
hood (school) zoning" in fashioning' remedies: "Our
objective .•.is to see that school authorities exclude no
pupil of a racial minority from any school, either
.directly or indirectly, on account of race."
In Bradley v, Board (1971), Judge Merhige stated
that the shousing patterns present in that case
"precluded their 'utilization as a truly effective means
of complying with the present state of the law." In the
Richmond school system that was 63.1 percent black
and 39.9 percent white, the court demanded that
schools be integrated to the degree that they would not
be "racially identifiable," to an extent feasible within
Richmond.
The court said that double the city-wide proportion
of whites in a single schoof was to be avoided. Further
the court found that where 53 percent of the system's
teachers were black, a school with 68 percent black
student body and 68 percent black faculty had a
constitutionally impermissible faculty imbalance. It
should be noted that the court frequently referred to
the problem of accepting any plan which presented the
danger of resegregation.
"The essential reason why segregation in public
schools is unconstitutional is itself in fact an
educational reason - segregated education is inferior
education and therefore unequal and discriminatory
against black children." /Swann, on remand, October
21, 1971).
Thus the legal question of whether quality public
education in the United States necessarily requires
integration where more than one race of children are
present must be answered in the negative. Integration is
not constitutionally required, but the freedom to
integrate is; and it remains unconstitutional for local
government or school boards to operate any system of
placement of students which does not treat students of
different races with an equal hand, or, in fact, causes
and maintains segregation.
In the last analysis then, the question cannot be
"Are you in favor of busing or against it?" The
authorities from the Supreme Court on down are in
agreement that busing for integration is at most a
partial interim inconvenience which in certain limited
circumstances must be tolerated under the Constitu-
tion,
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GW Students Petition for a D.C. PIRG
by David Ontell
Advocate Business Manager
Petitions to establish a
George Washington University
chapter of the District of
Columbia Public Interest
Research Group (D.C. PIRGI
will begin circulation on
Monday, February 28, enabling
the student body to indicate
their desire to establish the
organization as a University
program.
'D.C. PIRG will be a student
funded and supervised
organization, and will employ a
full-time staff of professionals-
-lawyers" scientists and
engineers-to deal with pertinent
community and individual
problems such as consumer
fraud, environmental
p reservation, tenant-landlord
abuses and other pressing issues.
By signing the petition G.W.
students will agree to contribute
a $2.00 per semester 'tax,
with the research backgrounding
D.C. PIRG actions. There is a
possibility that G.W. students
might be offered credit by
working with such coordinating
activities.
George Washington
University President Lloyd
Elliott approved the wording of
the petition when it was
presented to him yesterday by
G.W. student coordinators, Pam
Lawrence and John Donohue.
He said that the petition would
be considered if the University
students agreed.
Press Conference Held
Also yesterday, the D.C
PIRG held a district wide press
conference. WTOP and The
Washington Post were present at
the conference. .
In Minnesota and Oregon last
year the first state PIRGs were
successfully organized. They are
both now actively involved in
collected each semester at
registration. The University will
act as collecting agency for the
finances of D.C. PIRG's GW
chapter. The University,
however, will not be responsible
for any D.C. PIRG court actions.
Delegates to be Chosen
If the referendum passes, GW
will be entitled to send delegates
to the D.C. student Board of
Directors. These representatives
will be chosen from a student
elected local board. The local
board acts to pass ideas and
other communications from the
students and the community to
the D.C. Board, who will then
direct the staff of hired
professionals. The lawyers,
engineers; urban planners, and
other physical and social
scientists will deal directly with
the problem and decide what
action will be taken.
Students may also participate
projects such as waste dumping
and clean air. Other states
inc l u d in q Connecticut,
California, Ohio, and Vermont,
have shown interest in the PIRG
movement and are planning
chapters.
The state PIRGs are offspring
of the National PIRG office
established by Ralph Nader.
Talk with Fauntroy Aide
The need for a PIRG in the
District is vital. Last night
students presently working in
the PIRG office in the
University Center discussed this
need with Niles White, a staff
member for D.C. Representative
Walter E. Fauntroy.·
White agreed that the
Washington community is faced
with a tremendous amount of
problems that only an
organization such as PIRG with
a staff of professionals and a
reputation backed by
Ralph Nader can hope to solve.
The petition must be signed,
however, for the program to get
started. Other D.C. schools and
Universities are involved along
with G.W. The program is off to
a good start on campus, with
support already from a number
of interested individuals.
Petitions Circulating
Tables will be set up outside
the Law' School, in Thurston
lobby, and in the Marvin Center.
Possibly, the petition will also
begin circulation Friday night at
Martha's Marathon. More
information may be obtained by
contacting room 431 of the
Marvin Center or by calling
676·7389 or 785·0068.
Ralph Nader suggests that
students put their manpower
and energy into effecting
positive changes for the
community.
VanVleck
Case Club
Finals
Van Vleck winners John, Hoglund (left) and Stanley T. Kaleczyc
David Berz (Iefd and Charles S. Fax went all the way to the finals, but lost
The case in this year's Van Vleck Case'Club contest
concerned a newsman who published an article about a
Presidential advisor's secret trip to China. The Government
went into the newsman's apartment and found secret
government documents. The newsman was indicted under a
national security statute. -
The issues argued over were whether there wasprobebte
cause for the issuanceof a search warrant and whether the
statute wasconstitutional.
Hoglund and Kalecyzc 'represented the Appellant
Defendant while Berz and Fax were counsel for theAppellee
Prosecution.
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